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RELEASEINFO
Debut for London based new talent Fushara. Listening to the pack of tracks he sent us over the last months, we
have the strong feeling that this young man should not stay unheard for any longer.
With his distinct sense of how to balance rattling breaks on the one hand and meditative loopiness on the other,
Fushara disabuses from the formula funky drums equals exhaustive top-heaviness.
While A Side 'Rising' strongly pushes forward with its steady snare hits and sub-pads, B Side tracks 'Irrational Act'
and 'Symbol of State' form the laid back counterpart of the release satisfying both, DJs as well as the home
listening audience.

ARTISTINFO
Born in Kingston- London UK Thushara, aka Fushara was brought up in the UK and was influenced by the dance
music culture of the 1990's: artists which had a particular impact included The Prodigy and Leftfield. At around the
same time drum and bass artists such as Adam F and Roni Size released their debut albums which provided a
catalyst amongst a wealth of other music. A further inspiration to start making breakbeat music came when
listening to the electro inspired debut album Visions from John B in the late 90's. It was from then that Fushara
changed his focus to dance music but did not start to produce till much later.
Fushara has a Saturday night radio show called Fushara Searching Sound on lifefm.co.uk in London. He is a new
artist with debut releases on electronic labels, InDaJungle-Canada, OniRecords-New Zealand. He has also been
receiving airplay from the likes of Chris Inperspective, Subject 13, Ren amongst others and also support from the
SC:Digital network to which he belongs.
He aims to produce breakbeat music consisting of the expression of all that has influenced him in the past and
present. 
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